Thriving in the “C” Suite
Executive Core Competencies

WHAT YOU WILL COVER:
Techniques to improve the effectiveness and
productivity for yourself and your team
Traits that successful leaders demonstrate to
make things happen (including focus and energy)
The behaviors associated with the Focus-Energy
Matrix
Steps to determine what your team’s time
management problem might be
The ‘Circle of Thinking’ (Critical, Strategic and,
Systems) and how to apply each to relationships,
tasks, projects, program management, and
organizational skills
Different approaches to thinking (Analytical,
Inquisitive, Insightful, Open-minded, Systematic,
Timely, Truth-seeking)
Leadership lessons and applications for
transitioning to a global thinker
What great leaders do daily
Becoming a ‘Force Multiplier” and increase your
accomplishments and those of your team
The hazard of ‘unproductive busyness – aka
‘active nonaction’
Personalized Thinking Style Assessment

When: July 21, 2020
(9:00am-4:00pm)
Doors open at 8:30am for sign-in and registration.

Where along the corporate ladder do you
start to exchange some of your technical
competencies
for
the
often
more
complicated leadership competencies? Are
you a change leader or simply waiting to see
what happens? Do you bring vision and
strategic thinking to the table? Or do you
simply wait to be told what needs to be
done? Today’s executives are no longer
looked at simply for their “job” skills.
In this Success Series Seminar, the focus is
to bring you to a higher level of thinking and
leading, it is a mind-shift from what you’ve
always done…to what you must do to stay in
the game. How to rapidly adapt to changing
conditions, new information, or unexpected
obstacles. You will be able to develop new
insights into situations and encourage new
ideas and innovations all while managing
your daily activities and navigating the
operation of your organization to ensure it is
accomplishing the mission.

Special Pricing for Philadelphia Events
Early Bird Rate: $150.00 before June 21, 2020
Make your reservation to get a special package pricing*
as well as individual seats.
Rates as low as $112.50 per seat per day.
Go to www.ldiworld.eventbrite.com to reserve on-line
Or call 1-888-474-8534 or e-mail to solutions@ldiworld.com

Where: Federal Building
600 Arch St Rm 7A
Philadelphia, PA 19106

Presented by Leader Development Institute
Presenting the most relevant topics in business today.
Southampton, Massachusetts
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